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mammalian Sec61 protein. Thus, Sec61p is the principal cross-linking partner of both type I and type II
signal-anchor proteins during their membrane insertion
(this work), and of secretory proteins during their
translocation (G-tdich, D., S. Prehn, E. Hartmann,
K.-U. Kalies, and T. A. Rapoport. 1992. Cell.
71:489-503). We propose that membrane proteins of
both orientations, and secretory proteins employ the
same ER translocation sites, and that Sec61p is a core
component of these sites.

'ASCENr membrane proteins are directed to the ER by
virtue of a hydrophobic signal sequence (Blobel and
Dobberstein, 1975). Two kinds of such ER-targeting signals have been identified: those which are cleaved
from the nascent chain by signal peptidase upon membrane
insertion (cleavable) and those which remain a part of the
membrane inserted protein (uncleaved) (Wickner and Lodish, 1985; High and Dobberstein, 1992b). In the case of
membrane proteins with uncleaved signal sequences, the sequence serves both to target the protein to the ER and, subsequently, to anchor the protein in the membrane. Such proteins are referred to as signal-anchor proteins (Lipp and
Dobberstein, 1988) to distinguish them from proteins with
cleavable signal sequences. Cleavable signal sequences are
usually present at the NH2 terminus of the nascent chain,
and membrane proteins bearing such a signal also contain
a stop-transfer sequence which functions to prevent complete translocation of the nascent chain across the membrane
and anchor the protein in the lipid bilayer (Rapoport and
Wiedmann, 1985).
Single spanning membrane proteins with a cleavable signal sequence always have their NH2-terminus extracyto-

plasmic (type I orientation). In contrast, signal-anchor proteins which span the membrane once can have a type I or a
type II (NH2-terminus cytoplasmic) orientation. The orientation which a signal-anchor protein assumes in the membrane is influenced by the type of charged residues which
flank the hydrophobic core of the signal-anchor sequence
(Haeuptle et al., 1989; Hartmann et al., 1989; von Heijne,
1988). The mechanism by which different signal-anchor proteins can assume different orientations in the membrane is
not known (see High et al., 1991b; High and Dobberstein,
1992a).
All types of signal sequences are recognized by a cytosolic
component, the signal recognition particle (SRP) 1 (High et
al., 1991b). SRP functions to target nascent chains bearing
the appropriate signals to the ER (Rapoport, 1990). The process of targeting requires the presence of a membrane bound
receptor for the nascent chain/ribosome/SRP complex, the
docking protein (SRP receptor), and GTP (Cormolly and
Gilmore, 1989; Connolly et al., 1991; High et al., 1991a).
After the GTP dependent release of the nascent chain from
the 54-kD subunit of SRP it is free to interact with components of the putative membrane insertion machinery (High
et al., 1991a).
To identify proteins of the ER which may be involved in
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Abstract. We have identified membrane components
which are adjacent to type I and type II signal-anchor
proteins during their insertion into the membrane of
the ER. Using two different cross-linking approaches a
37-38-kD nonglycosylated protein, previously
identified as P37 (High, S., D. G6dich, M. Wiedmann, T. A. Rapoport, and B. Dobberstein. 1991. J.
Cell Biol. 113:35-44), was found adjacent to all the
membrane inserted nascent chains used in this study.
On the basis of immunoprecipitation, this ER protein
was shown to be identical to the recently identified
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cated in the translocation of secretory proteins across the ER
membrane (Rothblatt et al., 1989). The properties of P37
(High et al., 1991b) were similar to those of mammalian
Sec61p (G6rlich et al., 1992b) raising the possibility that this
protein could also play a role in membrane protein insertion.
We now show that P37 is identical with mammalian Sec61p
and that Sec61p is therefore adjacent to both type I and type
II signal-anchor proteins during their membrane insertion.
On the basis of these results, we propose that Sec61p plays
a central role in both the insertion of proteins into the membrane of the ER, and their complete translocation across it.

Materials and Methods

Materials
T7 RNA polymerase and restriction enzymes were from Boehringer Mannheim GmbH (Mannheim, Germany). 135S]methionine was from Amersham Buchler GmbH (Braunschweig, Germany). Cycloheximide and 7-methylguanosine 5'-monophosphate were supplied by Sigma Chemical Co. (St.
Louis, MO). Entensify fluorography solutions were supplied by New England Nuclear (Boston, MA). Disucciaimidyl suberate (DSS) was obtained
from Pierce Chemical Co. (Rockford, IL) and the N-hydroxy-succinimido
ester of 4-(3-trifluoromethyldiazarino) benzoic acid (TDBA) was a gift from
Dr. Josef Brunner, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Ziirich, Switzerland.

Transcription, Translation and Photocross-linking
The plasmid used for the transcription of IMC-CAT and the complementary
oligonucleotide used to obtain a COOH-terminal truncated nascent chain
(IMC-CATI03) have been previously described (High et al., 1991b). For
production of the IMC-CATts0 COOH-terminaily truncated nascent chain
the complementary oligonucleotide 5 A ~ T A G C ~ C A G G T T T T C ACC3' was included at 40/~g ml -I in the wheat germ cell free translation
system (Haeuptle and Dobberstein, 1986). For the invariant chain (Ii) the
coding region was cleaved from the pDS5Ii plasmid (Lipp and Dobberstein,
1986a) as a SmaI/HincII fragment and subcloned into pGEM4. The resulting plasmid (pGEM4Ii) was linearized with Barn HI for transcription of full
length mRNA or NcoI for production of mRNA coding for the NH2terminal 103 amino acids (Ii103). Transcription of pGEM4Ii was with SP6
RNA polymerase. To obtain Iil23 which encodes the NH2-terminal 123
amino acids of fi the complementary oligonucleotide 5'TGGAGCAGGTGCATCACATGY was included at 40/~g ml-l together with the fuU-length Ii
transcript in the wheat germ cell free translation system (Haeuptle and Dobberstein, 1986). Cell free translation in a wheat germ lysate, in the presence
of 3.75 pmol of ~-TDBA-Lys-tRNA per 25/~1 of translation mixture, was performed as previously described (High et al., 1991b) except that the
microsomal membranes were added after the addition of 7-methylguanosine
5'-monophosphate but before the inhibition of protein synthesis by cycloheximide or emetine rather than after inhibition as was previously the case.
This allows membrane inserted nascent chains of different lengths, dependent upon the truncated mRNA used, to be synthesized (Krieg et ai., 1989).

Cross-linking with Dlsuccinimidyi Suberate,
Immunoprecipitation and Sample Analysis
Carbonate extraction of the photocross-linking products has been described
elsewhere (High et al., 1991b). For cross-linking with DSS, the membrane
bound components were isolated by centrifugation and resuspended in
membrane pellet (MP) buffer as described by G6rlich et al. (1990). Crosslinking with DSS was as described (Kellaris et al., 1991). The immunoprecipitation of photocross-linking products with anti-translocating chainassociating membrane (TRAM) protein antibodies and relevant controls
were carried out as follows: after photocross-linking the membrane bound
components were isolated by centrifngation through a cushion (0.25 M sucrose, 0.5 M KC1, 5 mM MgC12 and 50 raM Hepes-KOH pH 7.9) 5 rain,
100,000 g and 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in MP buffer (0.25 M sucrose, 80 raM KC1, 3 mM MgCI2 and 10 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.5) and
then 4 vol of IP dilution buffer (10 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 140 mM NaC1,
I mM EDTA and 1% Triton X-100) and phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride to
a final concentration of 0.2 mg ml-~ were added followed by the relevant
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the membrane insertion of nascent signal-anchor proteins we
have used a photocross-linking approach (High et al.,
1991b). Photocross-linking allows proteins which are adjacent to membrane inserting nascent chains to be detected,
it was used to identify the next neighbors of the secreted protein preprolactin (PPL) during its translocation across the
ER membrane (Krieg et al., 1989; Wiedmann et al., 1987).
To stabilize the normally transient interactions occurring
during translocation and membrane insertion, it is necessary
to generate translocation intermediates of the nascent chains.
These are made by using artificially truncated mRNAs which,
upon translation, produce stable ribosome/nascent chain
complexes which jam in the translocation machinery (Gilmore et al., 1991). By using different lengths of such truncated nascent chains it has been possible to probe the environment of a protein during its translocation across the
membrane of the ER (Krieg et al., 1989; Wiedmann et al.,
1989).
Photocross-linking analysis with signal-anchor proteins
showed that a 37-kD nonglycosylated protein (P37) was the
major cross-linking partner of a type I signal-anchor membrane protein (High et al., 1991b). Translocation intermediates generated with long nascent chains of PPL were also
found to interact with a nonglycosylated protein, of estimated 40 kD mol wt, which was identified as the mammalian
homologue of Sec61p (G6rlich et al., 1992b). This was in
contrast to the photocross-linking analysis with short nascent chains of PPL where 34-39 kD glycoproteins, principally the TRAM protein, are the major cross-linking partners (G6rlich et al., 1992a; Krieg et al., 1989; Wiedmann
et al., 1987). Both type I and type II signal-anchor proteins
were also photocross-linked to glycoproteins in the range of
35 kD (High et al., 1991b; Thrift et al., 1991) although these
were sometimes a minor component (High et al., 1991b). By
using a homobifunctional cross-linking reagent, Kellaris et
al. (1991) were able to identify a 34-kD nonglycosylated integral membrane protein (imp34) as the major cross-linking
partner of two proteins with cleavable signal sequences
(vesicular stomatis virus G protein and PPL) during membrane insertion. Thus, two major groups of ER proteins are
found to be next to nascent secretory and membrane proteins
during membrane translocation or membrane insertion.
These are nonglycosylated proteins of 34-40 kD (G6rlich et
al., 1992b; High et al., 1991b; Kellaris et al., 1991) and glycoproteins of 34-39 kD (Gfrlich et al., 1992a; High et al.,
1991b; Krieg et al., 1989; Thrift et al., 1991; Wiedmann et
al., 1987). To date, the ER protein which is cross-linked has
depended upon both the type of nascent chain used and the
method of cross-linking (for recent review see High, 1992).
In our previous study, P37 was found adjacent to a type
I signal-anchor protein (IMC-CAT) but not a type II signal
anchor protein (the transferrin receptor) (High et al.,
1991b). This suggested that either the interaction with P37
was specific for type I signal-anchor proteins, or that crosslinking to P37 was dependent upon the position of the
modified lysine residues within the nascent chain. Using a
different type H signal-anchor protein (Ii) we show here that
the latter is the case and that P37 is adjacent to both type I
and type II signal-anchor proteins. The ER protein Sec61p
has been shown to be adjacent to translocating secretory proteins in both yeast (Miisch et al., 1992; Sanders et al., 1992)
and mammalian systems (G6rlich et al., 1992b), and impli-

antibodies or antisera. Samples were incubated at 40C overnight, protein
A Sepharose was then added and the incubation continued for 2 h and sampies processed as previously described (Lipp and Dobberstein, 1986a). Immunoprecipitation with anti-Sec61p antibodies and relevant controls were
carried out as described above, except that after suspension in MP buffer
SDS was added to 1% (vol/vol) and samples heated at 95"C for 5 min before
the addition of 4 vol of IP dilution buffer. The anti-Sec61p antibodies had
been coupled to Sepbarose beads before addition (G6dich et al., 1992b).
All samples were analyzed on 10-15% SDS polyacrylamide gels which
were subjected to fluorography with Entensify as directed by the manufacturer (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA).
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Figure 1. (a) showsthe position of lysine residues (black diamonds)
present in the nascent chains of COOH-terminally truncated IMCCAT 0MC-CAT1o3and IMC-CAT15o)and Ii (Ii]03). Black boxes indicate the hydrophobiccore of the signal-anchor sequences. Lysine
residues are present at positions 27, 69, 72, 73, 75, 77, and 101 of
IMC-CATlo3 and IMC-CATIsoand positions 27, 64, 80, 83, 86,
and 90 of Ii~0a. (b) Shows putative transloeation intermediates of
type I (IMC-CAT) and type II (Ii) signal-anchorproteins (see High
et al., 1991b). While the NH2 terminus of IMC-CAT is translocated (High et al., 1991a,b) the NH2 terminus of type II proteins
such as Ii remains on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (High
et al., 1991b). The estimated position of the lysine residues (see
Krieg et al., 1989) is indicated by the black diamonds.
transloeation intermediates is shown in Fig. 1 b (after Krieg
et al., 1989).
Photocross-linking analysis of IMC-CAT~o3, Ii~03 and
IMC-CAT150 was carded out to determine the major protein
components which interact with the nascent chains during
membrane insertion (Fig. 2). Two categories of photocrosslinked partners were observed all of which were dependent
upon UV irradiation (of Fig. 2, lanes 7-9and 10-12). A portion of the nascent chain was found photocross-linked to
SRP54 because the release of the SRP from the nascent chain
upon the addition of membranes is often incomplete (High
et al., 1991a). Part of the SRP54 photocross-linked products
stayed associated with the membranes when they were isolated by centrifugation through a high salt/sucrose cushion
(Fig. 2, lanes 10-12). These were, however, removed from
the membranes by subsequent extraction of the high salt pellet with sodium carbonate solution (Fig. 2, lanes 13-15). The
photocross-linking products between SRP54 and the various
nascent chains were all immunoprecipitated by antibodies
specific for SRP54 (High et al., 1991b; data not shown) and
present in the supernatant after extraction with sodium carbonate solution (Fig. 2, lanes 16-18).
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Results

To determine ER proteins which are involved in the insertion
of nascent proteins into the membrane of the ER we have
used a photocross-linking approach. This approach has been
successfully used to identify a small number of ER proteins
which are found in the immediate vicinity of membrane proteins (High et al., 1991b; Thrift et al., 1991) and secretory
proteins (Krieg et al., 1989; Wiedmann et al., 1987) during
their insertion into or translocation across the membrane of
the ER.
In our previous work we found that the major photocrosslinking partner of the type I signal-anchor protein IMC-CAT
was a previously undescribed 37-kD nonglycosylated protein, denoted P37 (High et al., 1991b). P37 was not found
as a major photocross-linked partner of a type II signalanchor protein the transferrin receptor (High et al., 1991b).
This result had at least two possible interpretations: either
different ER proteins were in proximity to the nascent chains
of type I and type II signal-anchor proteins, or, different
regions of the nascent chains were close to different ER proteins. In the first case, the different proteins could mediate
the different orientations of the type I and type II signalanchor proteins. In the second case, the exact position of the
lysine residues within the nascent chain from which
photocross-linking occurred would determine which ER
protein was photocross-linked. To distinguish between these
two possibilities we repeated the photocross-linking experiments with a different type II signal-anchor protein, the invariant chain of MHC class II molecules (Ii) (Lipp and Dobberstein, 1986b).
As in the previous study, a stable nascent chain/ribosome/SRP complex was generated by translation in the presence of canine SRP and the absence of microsomes. Upon
the addition of microsomes the SRP arrest was relieved and
chain extension allowed to continue to the end of the truncated mRNA (Krieg et al., 1989). In the case of IMCCATIo3 and Iit03 the truncations were chosen to be the same
length as the major SRP arrested species (High et al., 1991b)
and no further synthesis occurred upon the addition of membranes. In contrast, for IMC-CAT]5o elongation resumed after the addition of membranes to give a 150 amino acid
NH2-terminal fragment. The position of the lysine residues
within these various nascent chains is shown in Fig. 1 a. The
nascent chains remain attached to the ribosome as peptidyltRNA and, upon insertion into the membrane, form translocation intermediates which are thought to interact with the
membrane insertion machinery. An outline of the proposed
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The second group of photocross-linking products were
only seen upon the addition of microsomes (data not shown)
and were resistant to carbonate extraction (Fig. 2, lanes
13-15). The 11-kD nascent chain of the type I signal-anchor
protein IMC-CAT~03 was photocross-linked to P37, a 37-kD
nonglycosylated protein (Fig. 2, lane 14), as previously
shown (High et al., 1991b). The 103 amino acid truncation
of the type II signal-anchor protein Ii (Iil03) gave an almost
identical result (cf, Fig. 2, lanes 13 and 14) despite being in
the opposite orientation (Fig. 1 b; Lipp and Dobberstein,
1986b). The apparent molecular weight of Ii~03 is 10 kD,
the major photocross-linking product is 48 kD (Fig. 2, lane
13) giving an estimated size of 38 kD for the photocrosslinked component. Fainter bands of 51-52 kD, which remained in the membrane pellet obtained after extraction
with sodium carbonate solution, were observed with IMCCATI03 and IiLo3 (Fig. 2, lanes 13 and 14). Because these
products are not immunoprecipitated with an antiserum
specific for the nascent chains (see Fig. 4, lanes 2 and 6) we
conclude that these bands do not represent photocrosslinking products.
The extension of the truncated nascent chain of IMC-CAT
to 150 amino acids (IMC-CAT~5o) will allow only an increase in the length of the nontranslocated COOH terminus
(High et al., 1991b). This longer IMC-CAT nascent chain
resulted in two major products being visible as opposed to
the one major product seen with IMC-CATt03 (cf Fig. 2,
lanes 14 and 15). Both of these products were dependent
upon UV irradiation and were immunoprecipitated by an antibody specific for the nascent chain (Fig. 4, lane 10). The
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apparent molecular weights of the two products were 51 (Fig.
2, lane 15, arrow) and 54-kD (Fig. 2, lane 15, black circle)
giving an estimate of 35 and 38 kD for the interacting components after subtracting the 16-kD contribution of the nascent
chain. A longer truncation of Ii encoding the NH2-terminal
123 amino acids (Ii123)was also used for photocross-linking
analysis. A major photocross-linking product to a protein of
38 kD was observed only when microsomes were added
(data not shown). Thus, we find the P37 protein close to all
the membrane proteins we have studied with the exception
of the transferrin receptor (High et al., 1991b).
Treatments which disrupt translocation intermediates by
removing the ribosome (EDTA or puromycin and high salt)
prevent the ability of IMC-CATI03 to be photocross-linked
to P37 (High et al., 1991b). Under these conditions, although the nascent chain remains inserted in the membrane
(i.e., resistant to extraction with sodium carbonate solution), it is no longer in the proximity of the P37 component.
The treatment of the Ii~o3and IMC-CAT~5o transloeation intermediates with puromycin and high salt before activation
of the photocross-linking group also abolished photocrosslinking to P37 (data not shown). Thus, in each case, the
nascent chain must be present within the membrane in the
context of the ribosome, and therefore as a bona fide translocation intermediate, in order to interact with P37.

P37 is the Mammalian Homologue of Sec61p
Analysis of the photocross-linking products for concanavalin
A Sepharose binding (High et al., 1991b; data not shown)
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Figure 2. Photocross-linking of nascent signal-anchor
membrane proteins to ER
membrane components. Nascent chairdribosome/SRPcomplexes were allowed to interact
with microsomal membranes
and subsequentlyUV irradiated
to induce cross-linking(+UV).
Control samples were not irradiated (-UV). The nascent
chains used were Iilo3 (Iilo3),
IMC-CA%0~ (IClo3) and IMCCATtso (IClsO). Membrane
associated components were
separated by centrifugation
through a high salt/sucrose
cushion to give a supernatant
containing unbound components (HS sup) and a pellet
containing membrane bound
material (HS pell). Both were
analyzed directly, and in addition, the membrane pellet was
subjected to extraction with
sodium carbonate solution to
give a membrane pellet containing integral membrane
proteins (Carb peU) and a supematant containing peripherally bound and lumenal proteins (Carb sup). Molecular masses (kD) of the nascent chains and photocross-linking products are indicated.
Photocross-linking products between the various nascent chains and a protein of 37-38 kD (black circle) and a protein of 35 kD (arrow)
are also shown.

Figure 4. Immunoprecipitation ofphotocross-linking products with
anti-TRAM antibodies. After photocross-linking of Ii~03 (Ii~0a),
IMC-CATt03 (ICi03) and IMC-CAT15o (IClso) tO ER membrane
components, the membranes were isolated by centrifugafion
through a high salt/sucrose cushion. The products were than analyzed directly (TOt)or after immunoprecipitation, in the absence of
SDS, with an antiserum recognizing the NH2 terminus of both Ii
and IMC-CAT (otIi), a control antiserum (Con), or antibodies
recognizing the translocafing chain associating membrane protein
(~rTRAM). Molecular masses (kD) of the nascent chains and
photocross-linking products are indicated. Residual photocrosslinking products of the nascent chains and SRP54 are indicated by
arrow heads. The samples shown in lanes 1 to 4 were run on a
different gel from those in lanes 5 to 12.

showed that the P37 protein was not glycosylated. The apparent size of the protein, together with the absence of glycosylation, resembled the recently identified mammalian Sec61p
(Gtrlich et al., 1992b). For this reason, we used antibodies
specific for Sec61p to immunoprecipitate the photocrosslinking products obtained with IMC-CAT~03, Ii103and IMCCAT~5o. In each case, the major photocross-linking product
between the nascent chains and the P37 protein was efficiently immunopreeipitated (Fig. 3, lanes 3, 6, and 9). The
immunoprecipitated products showed a broad band centered
around a cross-link to a 37-38-kD protein as previously seen
by GSdich et al. (1992b). This suggests that either the
Sec61p is heterologous, or that the nascent chain might be
photocross-linked to several different sites within the protein. In the latter case these different photocross-linking adducts may have different mobilities upon gel electrophoresis.
In the case of IMC-CATI5o both the 35 and 38 kD photocross-linked proteins were immunoprecipitated, once again
as broad bands. It seems unlikely that this is due to proteolysis of the photocross-linking product because this was not
observed with the other nascent chains. One possibility is
that the 35-kD protein is a second homologue of Sec61p
which is recognized by the antibodies used for immunoprecipitation. Incorrectly spliced eDNA clones of a second
Sec61p homologue have been reported (Gtrlich et al.,
1992b). Alternatively, the two photocross-linking products
may represent different sites of photocross-linking between
IMC-CAT~50 and Sec61p. We conclude that Sec61p contacts
IMC-CAT~03, Iil0~ and IMC-CAT~50 during their membrane

insertion, and that the previously identified P37 component
(High et al., 1991b) is identical to mammalian Sec61p
(Gtrlich et al., 1992b).
A 36-kD glycoprotein, the translocating nascent chain associating membrane (TRAM) protein, has been shown to be
the major photocross-linking partner of short PPL nascent
chains (G6rlich et ai., 1992a). We also used antibodies
specific for the TRAM protein to analyze the photocrosslinking products obtained with the three nascent chains. The
products obtained with IMC-CATIo3 and Ii103showed no reactivity with the anti-TRAM antibodies (Fig. 4, lanes 4 and
8). The 54-kD product obtained with IMC-CATIso was also
not recognized (Fig. 4, lane 12). However, a 51-kD product
is weakly immunoprecipitated by the anti-TRAM antibodies
under conditions where the photocross-linking product between a PPL fragment and the TRAM protein is quantitatively immunoprecipitated (G6rlich et al., 1992a). This low
efficiency of immunoprecipitation is consistent with the 51kD product representing photocross-linking of the nascent
chain to at least two proteins of similar apparent molecular
weight. Our results show that the bulk of this product
represents photocross-linking to a Sec61p related protein,
while a minor portion represents photocross-linking to the
TRAM protein.

High et al. Signal-AnchorSequencesInteractwithSectlp

Sec61p Is the Major Cross-linked ER Component when
a Homobifunctional Reagent Is Used
The homobifunctional amine reactive cross-linking reagent
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Figure 3. Immunoprecipitation of photocross-linking products with
anti-See61 antibodies. After photocross-linking of Ii~03 (Iit03),
IMC-CAT103 (IC103) and IMC-CAT15o (ICls0) to ER membrane
components, the membranes were isolated by centrifugation
through a high salt/sucrose cushion. The products were then analyzed directly (ToO, or after immunoprecipitation in the presence
of 0.2 % SDS with a control antiserum (Con), or Sepharose coupled
antibodies recognizing Sec61p (c~Sec61). Immtmoprecipitations
were carried out from 2.5-fold (lanes 8 and 9) or fivefold (lanes 2,
3, 5, and 6) more material than used for the total samples. Molecular masses (kD) of the nascent chains and photocross-linking products are indicated.

Figure 5. Cross-linking of IMC-CATlo3and Ii~o3to ER membrane
components using DSS. Translocation intermediates of the IMCCATt03and Ii~o3nascent chains were incubated with 0, 1, or 4 mM
DSS as indicated, and the products extracted with sodium carbonate solution. The resulting membrane pellets were analyzed by
SDS PAGE. Molecular masses (kD) are indicated.

Discussion

DSS has been used to identify a 34-kD nonglycosylated protein (imp34) which is adjacent to the translocation intermediates of two proteins with cleavable signal sequences
(Kellaris et al., 1991). We used the same cross-linking reagent to confirm the proximity of the nascent membrane proteins to Sec61p. IMC-CAT~o3 and Ii~03 were cross-linked to
adjacent components with DSS, and the membrane pellets
obtained after extraction with sodium carbonate solution
were analyzed. A major product of 48 kD was observed with
both nascent chains (Fig. 5, lanes 2, 3, 5 and 6). The products were only seen when DSS was included in the reaction
(see Fig. 5, lanes 1 and 4) and above 1 mM DSS the yield
of cross-linked products was not concentration dependent.
The DSS-dependent cross-linking products obtained with
IMC-CAT~03 and Ii~03 were analyzed by immunoprecipitation with antibodies specific for Sec61p and TRAM. In both
cases, the 48-kD cross-linking product was efficiently immunoprecipitated by anti-Sec61p antibodies (Fig. 6, lanes 2 and
5), but not with anti-TRAM antibodies (Fig. 6, lanes 3 and
6). Thus, using two different cross-linking approaches,
photocross-linking and a homobifunctional cross-linking reagent, nascent type I and type II signal-anchor proteins are
found adjacent to Sec61p.

Proteins which span the membrane once, and have an uncleaved signal-anchor sequence, can insert into the ER membrane in one of two orientations: with the COOH terminus
cytoplasmic (type 13 or NH2 terminus cytoplasmic (type 1I).
While there is evidence that the insertion of proteins into the
ER membrane is a protein mediated process, the mechanism
by which these two different orientations are generated is not
known (see High and Dobberstein, 1992a). The insertion of
signal-anchor proteins in one of two possible orientations
could be mediated by the same ER membrane insertion machinery or altei-natively a different machinery could be
responsible for each orientation. To distinguish between
these possibilities, we have previously used one example
each of a type I and a type 1I signal-anchor protein and analyzed the requirements of the membrane insertion process
(High et al., 1991a) and the ER proteins in their immediate
proximity during this process (High et al., 1991/,). The
membrane integration of both type I and type II signalanchor proteins showed an absolute requirement for GTP
(High et al., 1991a) as had been previously found for the first
stages in the translocation of secretory proteins across the
ER (ConnoUy and Gilmore, 1986). This GTP requirement
was to allow the release of the nascent chain from the SRP54
(Connoliy and Gilmore, 1989; Cormolly et al., 1991; High
et al., 1991a) showing that the SRP dependent targeting step
was the same in each case.
To detect the ER proteins which were adjacent to different
nascent chains during their membrane insertion, we used a
photocross-linking approach which had previously been suc-
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Figure 6. Immunoprecipitation of
DSS cross-linked products. IMCCATI03and Ii103were cross-linked to
ER membranecomponentswith 1 mM
DSS. Samples were immunoprecipitated in the presence (lanes 1, 2, 4,
and 5) or absence (lanes 3 and 6) of
0.2% SDS with a control antiserum
(Con), sepharose coupled antibodies
recognizingSec61p(c~Sec61),or antibodies recognizing the translocating
chain associating membrane protein
(o~TRAM). Nascent chain specific
antiserum (cdi) no longer recognized
the nascent chains after modification
with DSS (data not shown).

extension, the position of the nascent chain within the membrane insertion complex may be altered and, in addition to
an existing contact with Sec61p, it could also move close to
TRAM. Reconstitution studies have shown that the TRAM
protein is essential for the efficient in vitro translocation of
some secretory proteins across the ER membrane (Gtrlich
et al., 1992a), its role in the insertion of membrane proteins
remains to be tested.
Present knowledge about the role of Sec61p in membrane
insertion and translocation has come both from studies in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and, more recently, the identification of a mammalian homologue (Gtrlich et al., 1992b).
Several Sec proteins were identified by a genetic selection as
being important for efficient ER translocation in S. cerevisiae (Deshaies and Schekman, 1987). Among these, the
gene products Sec61p, Sec62p, and Sec63p have been shown
to be adjacent to each other in the ER membrane (Deshaies
et al., 1991). Translocation intermediates of secretory proteins can be cross-linked to Sec61p, and to a lesser extent
Sec62p, (Miisch et al., 1992; Sanders et al., 1992) consistent
with a role in protein translocation. Furthermore, mutations
in the genes encoding the three Sec proteins have been shown
to cause defects in the insertion of some membrane proteins
(Green et al., 1992; Stifling et al., 1992) and the translocation of secreted proteins (Deshaies and Schekman, 1989;
Rothblatt et al., 1989; Sadler et al., 1989).
We show here that mammalian Sec61p is the principal
cross-linking partner of both type I and type II signal-anchor
proteins during their membrane insertion. In contrast to our
earlier work (High et al., 1991b), this suggests that a single
ER protein may be able to mediate the membrane insertion
of signal-anchor proteins in both a type I and a type II orientation. It has also been shown that specific regions of the nascent secretory protein PPL are in contact with Sec61p during its translocation across the ER membrane (Gtrlich et al.,
1992b; High, S., B. Martoglio, D. Gtflich, S. Andersen, A.
Ashford, A. Giner, E. Hartmann, S. Prehn, T. Rapoport, B.
Dobberstein, and J. Brunner, manuscript submitted). Taking
these data together we propose that membrane protein insertion and secretory protein translocation are mediated by the
same ER protein complex, and that Sec61p is a core component of this complex.
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